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Abstract：Nanohybrid materials based on nanoparticles of the intrinsically microporous polymer PIM-1 and graphene 
oxide (GO) are prepared from aqueous dispersions with a re-precipitation method, resulting in the surface of the GO sheets 
being decorated with nanoparticles of PIM-1. The significant blueshift in fluorescence signals for the GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids 
indicates modification of the optoelectronic properties of the PIM-1 in the presence of the GO due to their strong 
interactions. The stiffening in the Raman G peak of GO (by nearly 6 cm-1) further indicates p-doping of the GO in the 
presence of PIM. Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and electrochemical reduction measurements of the nanohybrids 
provide direct evidence for charge transfer between the PIM-1 nanoparticles and the GO nanosheets. These observations 
will be of importance for future applications of GO-PIM-1 nanohybrids as substrates and promoters in catalysis and sensing. 

Introduction 

Charge transfer processes on the nanoscale play a key role in a range of organic electronic devices such as solar cells1, 
light emitting diodes2 and field-effect transistors3, 4. The efficiency of charge transfer at the interfaces between the electron-
donating and electron-accepting materials is critical to the performance of such devices. The effect of charge transfer is also 
observed in the fields of sensing and catalysis5. In particular, the charging effect between the individual component5 and 
the substrates6 could facilitate the formation of conductive phases thus further promoting the catalytic efficiency7. 

 

Polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) have emerged as a novel class of material in a range of applications including 
gas permeation8-10, gas separation8, 9 and hydrogen storage8. In particular, a polybenzodioxane polymer, PIM-1, the first 
synthesized soluble and processable PIM (see structure in Figure 1A), due to its conjugated nature, exhibits strong 
fluorescence and is solution processable allowing it to be cast as a transparent, yellow-tinted freestanding film. Recently, it 
has been suggested that PIM-1 possesses n-type semiconductor characteristics and efficient electron charge transport for 
low cost and flexible polymer light-emitting diodes (PLEDs)11. Moreover, PIM-1 exhibits molecularly rigid and constrained 
structures leading to microporosity, which make it a useful material for heterogeneous catalysis12. Introduction of other 
materials to form the hybrids seems to be a feasible route to further understand and improve the properties of PIM-1. 
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However, to the best of our knowledge, the nanoscale electronic properties and the associated optical signature of the PIM-
1 nanohybrids have never been reported. 

 

Graphene oxide (GO) is usually employed as a precursor for the large-scale production of graphene13 because of two 
important characteristics, solution processability from aqueous colloidal dispersions and synthetic accessibility from 
inexpensive raw graphite. Recently, GO has been highlighted not only for its relevance to graphene production, but also for 
its own unique chemical structure and characteristics, which enable new applications in fields like catalysis, electronics, 
and optolelectronics14. One of the most interesting properties of GO related is its heterogeneous electronic structure, which 
results from the existence of both sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms15 in an atomically thin 2D nanosheet. The presence 
of functional groups on the basal plane and at edges of GO allow interaction with a range of chemicals through either 
covalent or non-covalent bonds to produce nanohybrid materials with novel properties16. The charge-transfer phenomena 
between graphene and conjugated polymers has been extensively reported and the resulting nanohybrids exhibit enhanced 
conductivity and better efficiency, for example in photovoltaic devices17–19. However, the interesting properties of graphene 
oxide nanohybrids with polymer systems are only beginning to emerge. In previous work,20 we employed the re-
precipitation approach to prepare conjugated polymer/GO nanohybrids to facilitate the intimate contact between both 
materials. These nanohybrids were found to exhibit interesting charge transfer behavior. Hence, it is of great interest to 
apply this same approach to develop novel GO-functionalized or nanohybrid materials and to understand and tailor 
nanohybrid properties. Previous work on hybridization of graphene oxide and polymers of intrinsic microporosity has been 
sparse. Graphene oxide has been incorporated into PIM-1 membranes with enhanced gas transport and gas separation 
performance21-22, but the nanoscale interactions between these two materials have not previously been investigated. Here, 
a novel type of nanohybrid is studied based on these two interesting materials, graphene oxide and the fluorescent polymer 
of intrinsic microporosity (PIM-1) in order to reveal the inherent electronic properties. 

 

In this paper, we demonstrate the presence of localised charge transfer effects based on extensive characterization of 
GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids (illustrated in Figure 1). The nanohybrid materials were fabricated in water dispersions with varying 
GO concentration. The structural morphology was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). UV-visible photoluminescence (both steady-state and time-resolved), and Raman spectroscopies were 
employed to understand the interaction and resultant optoelectronic properties. Electrochemical measurements were 
performed to characterize the ease of reduction of GO to graphene as a function of PIM-1 polymer content. It is illustrated 
that charge transfer in the nanohybrid materials is likely to cause tuning of some spectroscopic and surface properties for 
both GO and PIM-1. This opens up opportunities for further exploration in particular for microporous nanocomposites as 
substrates/promoters for catalysis and for sensing. 

 

Experimental section 

Chemical Reagents 

Polymer PIM-1 was prepared following a literature recipe9. The dibenzodioxane formation reaction was performed using 
the commercially available bis-catechol 5,5’,6,6’-tetrahydroxy-3,3,3’,3’-tetramethyl-1,1’-spirobisindane and 2,3,5,6-
tetrafluroro-terephthalonitrile. Graphene oxide in aqueous dispersion (25 mg/mL) was obtained from Graphenea (San 
Sebastián, Spain) (flake size ~10 um, monolayers, C/O ratio~2.1). Tetrahydrofuran, phosphoric acid (85%) and sodium 
hydroxide were purchased from Fisher Scientific and used without further purification. Solutions were prepared with 
deionized water of resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm freshly prepared using a Thermo Scientific Barnstead Smart2Pure purifier. 

 

Synthesis of GO-PIM-1 nanohybrid materials in dispersion 

PIM-1 nanoparticles and GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids were synthesised using the re-precipitation method. A volume of 1 mL 
PIM-1 in THF solution (1 mg/mL) was added into 20 mL GO water dispersion (GO weight, 0 mg, 0.5 mg, 1 mg, or 2 mg) 
drop-by-drop under vigorous stirring (6000 rpm for 10 mins) in a Silverson LM5-A high shear mixer. The GO/PIM weight 
ratios in the resulting nanohybrid dispersions in water were 33, 50 and 67 (wt. %), respectively. 

 

Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements were performed using the Zeiss SIGMA field emission gun (FEG-
SEM). The working conditions were accelerating voltage of 1.00 kV and working distance of 2 mm. AFM was performed on 
thin films coated on silicon wafer with a Bruker Dimension IconTM in QNM mode and KPFM mode. Silicon probes doped 
with nitrogen (PFQNE-Al) were used for the investigation, Kn » 0.6 ± 0.1 N/m. Freshly cleaved HOPG was used as reference 
to measure work function of the tip (4.31 ± 0.04 eV) in ambient air condition at 33% humidity. The VCPD (contact potential 
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difference) data was recorded at lift height of 10 nm. UV-vis absorption spectra was recorded with Shimadzu UV3600Plus 
UV-Vis-NIR from 250 nm to 600 nm. Photoluminescence emission spectroscopy was performed on a Shimadzu RF 6000, 
and time-resolved photoluminescence using a Horiba DeltaflexTM with a 10 mm path-length quartz cuvette with an 
excitation wavelength of 358 nm. All the PL measurements were carried out with the samples exhibiting the same optical 
density to be consistent. Raman spectroscopy was carried out with a Renishaw inVia Raman-AFM with an excitation 
wavelength of 660 nm. 

Electrochemical measurements were recorded with a Gamry Reference 600+ potentiostat with glassy carbon as the 
working electrode (3 mm diameter, BASi), platinum wire as the counter electrode and Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) as the reference 
electrode in phosphate buffer solution. A volume of 4 mL GO and GO/PIM-1 nanohybrid dispersions was deposited onto 
the glassy carbon electrode. Cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed (scan rate 10 mV s-1) to investigate the 
electrochemical reduction of GO in aqueous 0.1 M PBS pH=5. Size distribution measurements were performed with an 
Anton Paar Litesizer 80 particle analyser. 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 1A schematically illustrates the chemical structures of the component materials. PIM-1 nanoparticles and GO/PIM-
1 nanohybrids dispersed in water were synthesised using a re-precipitation method. The polymer is dissolved in a good 
solvent (THF) which is miscible with an anti-solvent. Mixing of these two dispersions causes the solvated polymer chains 
to contract and precipitate as solid nanoparticles. Stable dispersions were obtained by this method (see Figure 1B, 1C) with 
1 mg PIM-1 and 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 mg GO in 20 mL water. The morphology of PIM-1 nanoparticles and GO/PIM-1 
nanohybrids were studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure 1D shows 
that uniform PIM-1 nanoparticles are successfully prepared and they are smaller than 100 nm in diameter.  For the 
nanohybrids, Figure 1E and 1F suggest that PIM-1 nanoparticles formed in GO dispersion tended to graft uniformly to the 
surface of the GO sheets. The particle size histogram (Figure 1G) produced from AFM images of the hybrids is consistent 
with observations of the pristine PIM-1 nanoparticles. 

 

PIM-1 is a non-conductive molecule with interesting nanoscale structural and optical properties. As such investigation of 
the optical properties can yield information on the interactions of the PIM-1 chains with one-another and their 
environment. It has been suggested that inter-molecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, could lead to re-
arrangement of PIM-1 chains in different molecular environments (as may be produced through the re-precitpitation 
process), but it is hard to completely confirm23. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of chain arrangement of PIM-1 on 
optical and electronic properties has never been reported. As for other conjugated polymers, there is extensive prior work 
in the literature24. Indeed, our previous work on nanohybrids of poly(3‐hexylthiophene) (P3HT) showed evidence for 
polymer conformational effects in the form of vibronic features in the optical spectroscopy measurements20. UV-visible 
extinction spectra is shown in Figure 2A for PIM-1 nanoparticles and for GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids in aqueous dispersion over 
a wavelength range of 250 to 600 nm. In agreement with previously reported data11, two intense peaks are observed for PIM-
1. The peak centred around 291 nm corresponds to the σ–π* transition and the peak centred at 429 nm arises from a π-π* 
transition, which is commonly observed for conjugated aromatic compounds. In the hybrid materials, both absorption 
peaks for PIM-1 are observed to be diminished, and slightly red-shifted with increasing GO content (see also Figure S1 for a 
second derivative plot of the data in Figure 2A). The inset in Figure 2A shows the optical bandgaps of the component 
materials derived from Tauc plots (see figure S2) of the UV-Vis spectra. We observe a negligible trend in the optical gap 
with increasing GO content in the hybrids, suggesting that there is no strong structural or chemical interactions of the 
component materials. This suggests the observed peak shift of the PIM-1 UV-Vis features is likely due to increased scattering 
due to the GO addition24.  
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Figure 1. A: Molecular structure of PIM-1 and schematic illustrating the formation of GO/PIM-1 charge transfer nanohybrid 
materials. B: Photographs of aqueous dispersions of PIM-1 nanoparticles and GO. C: Photographs of the GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids 
with 33, 50 and 67 wt. % GO from left to right. D: Scanning electron micrograph of PIM-1 nanoparticles on a silicon wafer, and E: 
GO/PIM-1 (50 wt.%) nanohybrid. F: Atomic force micrograph of the nanohybrid in E. G: Particle size histogram from AFM for the 
GO/PIM-1 nanohybrid. 
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Figure 2. A: UV-vis extinction spectra for GO, PIM-1 nanoparticles and GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids in aqueous dispersion. (Inset) 
Optical bandgap energies for the component materials in all dispersions, measured from Tauc plots. B: Steady-state fluorescence 
data (λex = 358 nm) for PIM-1 nanoparticles and GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids. (Inset) Relative fluorescence intensity versus the GO/PIM-
1 weight ratio. Time-resolved emission spectral data for PIM-1 nanoparticles (C) and GO-PIM-1 nanohybrids (D). The black contour 
denotes 50% of the peak intensity in both cases. E: Single-wavelength time-resolved fluorescence decay curve (λex = 358 nm, λem = 
510 nm) for PIM-1 nanoparticles and GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids. F: Transient differential transmission curves for GO, PIM-1 
nanoparticles and for GO/PIM-1 hybrids as a function of pump-probe delay with 400 nm pump (5.4 GW/cm2) and 800 nm probe 
(0.6 GW/cm2).  
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PIM-1 exhibits strong fluorescence due to the presence of conjugated ring groups within the polymer backbone25 (see 
Figure 1A). The spectra in Figure 2B show that the fluorescence intensity is quenched by the presence of GO (see also Figure 
S3). The inset in Figure 2B shows that the peak intensity scales approximately linearly with GO/PIM-1 ratio. Additionally, 
the emission peak is significantly blue-shifted (see also a Gaussian deconvolution in Figure S4), which indicates a strong 
interaction between these two materials26. Since there is no significant change to the PIM-1 optical gap we can reason that 
the decrease in the Stokes shift (see also emission and excitation spectra in Figure S5) in the hybrid indicates a decrease in 
the exciton binding energy25. The Stokes shift is approximately 200 meV in the pristine PIM and is reduced by ~75 meV in 
the hybrid. In many conjugated systems the Stokes shift, determined from the difference in energy of the absorption edge 
and emission energy, is found to decrease as the rigidity of the polymer backbone is increased. Similar effects may be 
responsible for the observed decrease in Stokes shift in the nanohybrids. Moreover, the energy gap for an electronic 
transition of a chromophore is influenced by the fluctuations in the environment. In our hybrid systems, as the GO content 
increases, it may be that the associated reduction in Stokes shift can be explained by a steric interaction of the PIM-1 
adsorbed onto the GO.  

 

Figure 2C and 2D show the time-resolved emission spectra under 358 nm excitation. Although it is not the optimum 
excitation for this measurement, the energy is above the optical gap and as such can still produce excited carriers, which 
relax non-radiatively before PL emission. In addition, the lower emission intensity doesn’t influence the PL lifetime 
measurement for the same emission energy between the excited state and the ground state. Both plots have a contour 
shown at 50% intensity (relative to peak emission) which show that the hybrid lifetime is reduced over the whole emission 
range. Since the maximum position of the fluorescence peak is at 510 nm for excitation at 358 nm, Figure 2E shows the 
temporal decay curves at this wavelength (λem = 510 nm) for both the PIM-1 nanoparticles and the GO/PIM-1 nanohybrid. 
The decay data for the pristine nanoparticles is best fitted to a double-exponential function with component lifetimes of 
τ1=0.66 ns and τ2=2.66 ns. Delocalisation of the electron-hole pair across two chains gives longer-lived PL while the exciton 
confined to single chain gives short-lived PL. This is due to an increase in electron-hole wavefunction overlap (and hence 
recombination probability) for decreasing binding radius. Therefore, we attribute the two component lifetimes to intra- 
and inter-chain emission, respectively. In the hybrids, the short-lived intra-chain component is unmodified while the long-
lived inter-chain component reduces in intensity and lifetime20,27, 28. As such we observe a consistent reduction of the total 
PL lifetime of GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids with increasing mass ratios (33, 50, 67 wt.% GO) (see Figure S6). 

 

The photophysical properties of the nanohybrids were further investigated by pump-probe transient absorption 
measurements (Figure 2F). In this technique a pump pulse (at 400 nm) is employed to generate a population of electrons 
in an excited state which are then probed with delayed pulses (at 800 nm) to investigate the effect of the modified electron 
population on the transient absorption. This method facilitates investigation of the short-time carrier dynamics in the GO 
and how the addition of the PIM-1 modifies this behaviour. Since PIM-1 does not contain extended conjugated segments, 
charges elevated to excited states by the pump pulse do not contribute to the optical behaviour below the HOMO-LUMO 
transition energy; this results in the negligible change in sample transmittance observed in Figure 2F. In GO charges 
elevated by the pump pulse are free to move due to extended (though not globally connected) conjugated regions. This 
carrier mobility means that the generated population of carriers acts as a free electron gas, increasing the sample reflectance 
(and lowering the transmittance) at the probe photon energy, which is below the bandgap of the material. Depopulation of 
this excited state, and therefore recovery of the sample transmittance, can occur by recombination of the electron-hole 
pairs or by charge trapping. The data for both pristine GO and the nanohybrid were fitted with double exponential functions 
(shown in Figure 2F). For the pristine GO the time constants τ1 and τ2 were 1.15 ps and 23.6 ps, respectively. For the GO/PIM-
1 nanohybrid the corresponding values were τ1=0.94 ps and τ2=11.4 ps. A significant decrease in the transient state lifetime 
of GO with the presence of adsorbed PIM-1 nanoparticles is noted, suggesting an increase in recombination rate as carriers 
become trapped by PIM states through non-radiative energy loss (and are subsequently able to undergo radiative 
relaxation)26. 

 

Given the spectroscopic evidence of excited state charge transfer between the two materials in the nanohybrid, we applied 
other characterisation techniques to elucidate the presence of any ground state interactions. Raman spectroscopy is 
convenient for this purpose, as it has been demonstrated that electronic doping of the extended conjugated regions of 
graphene materials causes reproducible shifts to their characteristic Raman features29, 30. The Raman spectrum (660 nm 
excitation) for PIM-1 nanoparticles is shown in Figure 3A. There are several modes in the range between 1300 and 1700 cm-

1, which are consistent with the reported Raman spectrum for PIM-131 and arise from the conjugated ring species present in 

the polymer backbone (see Figure 1A). An intense mode at 2236 cm-1 is attributed to C≡N bond stretching, and the broad 

feature centred at 2900 cm-1 can be attributed to the various C-H stretches32. 
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Figure 3B compares normalised Raman spectra of GO and the GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids. For GO the typical D-peak at 1335 
cm-1 and G-peak at 1590 cm-1 are observed in addition to the 2D peak at 2680 cm-1 and the D+G peak at 2880 cm-1 33. An 
increase in intensity is observed of the D+G peak in the nanohybrids is due to overlap with the C-H band in the polymer30. 
The stiffening of the G peak (by nearly 6 cm-1) indicates a charge transfer process34. The significant softening of both D- (15 
cm-1) and 2D-peaks (30 cm-1) indicates effective p-doping of the GO, as observed in other work on defective graphene35. In 
the literature softening of 2D peak with decrease in carrier concentration (lowering of the Fermi energy, corresponding to 
p-doping of the GO), which is observed in our data, is noted. However for pristine, defect-free graphene systems, the 
opposite effect is indicated (softening of the D and 2D modes indicates n-doping)33. The difference in behavior of the D and 
2D modes appears to be related to the nature of the defects within the carbon lattice that are prevalent in graphene oxide 
but not observed in pristine graphene. 

 

Figure 3C and 3D show Raman mapping of the hybrids (over a 25x25 μm area) for the peak intensity at 2236 cm-1 and G-
peak position, respectively. Clearly visible is a correlation between the intensity of the PIM feature and the G-peak shift in 
the GO. Figure 3E plots the G-peak position against the peak intensity at 2236 cm-1 using pixel-wise data from Figure 3C 
and D. This data is binned and averaged to clarify the overall trend. Additionally, a line is shown as a ‘guide to the eye’, 
based on G-peak positions in point spectra of the pristine GO and hybrid. According to the equation36, ћ𝑤𝐺 =

𝛼′|𝜀𝐹| = 𝛼′√𝑛𝑑𝜋ћ𝑣𝐹(where 𝜀𝐹 is the Fermi energy, 𝑛𝑑 is the doping density, ћ𝑣𝐹=5.52 eV, and 𝛼′ = 4.39 × 10−3 at 0 K), the 

shift in the G-peak can be used to estimate the doping density, resulting in a value of 2.25×1012 cm-2. From this value it is 
possible to estimate the resultant shift of the work function of the nanohybrid37 as 75 meV. This prediction of the 
modification to the work function can be experimentally investigated through the use of Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy 
(KPFM). 

 

Figure 3. A: Raman spectrum for PIM-1 nanoparticles (λex = 660 nm). B: Comparison of normalised Raman data for GO and 
GO/PIM-1. The highlighted area is enlarged in the inset, for clarity. C, D: Raman mapping for GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids, showing 
the peak intensity at 2236 cm-1 and G peak position, respectively. Scale bars are 5 μm. E: Pixelwise correlation analysis of the G 
peak position and the peak intensity at 2236 cm-1 for GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids. The line shown is a guide to the eye based on observed 
G peak shifts in low-magnification point spectra.  
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Figure 4. A, B: AFM topography and KPFM (respectively) of the GO/PIM-1 nanohybrid. C and D: AFM topography and KPFM of 
GO sheets on top of “wrapped” PIM-1 nanoparticles. E, G: Height and CPD line profiles of PIM-1 nanoparticles on top of the GO 
sheet, from the data in A and B respectively. G, H: Height and CPD line profiles of GO sheets on top of the “wrapped” PIM-1 
nanoparticles, from the data in C and D respectively. I: Electrochemical reduction for GO and GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids deposited 
onto a glassy carbon electrode in phosphate buffer solution (pH 5, 1st cycle, scan rate 10 mV s-1). (Inset) Overpotential of GO 
reduction against GO/PIM-1 weight ratio. J: Schematic energy level diagram of the isolated materials and nanohybrid. 

 

KPFM is a scanning probe technique that measures the local contact potential difference (VCPD, in mV) between the probe 
and sample. The CPD relates to the surface charges formed as a result of Fermi level alignment between the tip and sample 
materials (through external circuit connections). The value of VCPD can be directly related to the work functions φ of the 
two materials in question by VCPD = (φsample - φtip)/e, where e is the electronic charge38. Either by use of a tip with calibrated 
work function, or by examining measurements relative to a common material in multiple samples (such as the silicon 
substrate), it is possible to infer relative changes to the work functions in the nanohybrids by comparison to the pristine 
materials.  

 

Figure 4A and B show AFM topography and KPFM contact potential difference (CPD) maps of the nanohybrids where 
the PIM-1 nanoparticles appear on top of the GO sheet. Figure 4C and D show equivalent data for a region of the sample 
where the GO sheet lays on top of the nanoparticles. The line sections marked in Figure 4A to D are plotted in Figure 4E to 
H. We observe from the height profiles in both cases (Figure 4E and G) that the nanoparticles have diameters consistent 
with the histogram presented in Figure 1G. For the PIM-on-GO samples in Figure 4A and 4B, the GO is measured as having 
VCPD around 100 mV, while the PIM-1 nanoparticles are measured to have VCPD between 200 and 350 mV. This is taken to be 
representative of the pristine materials due to their separation when probing the surface of the PIM-1. By contrast, GO is 
atomically thin and has non-negligible conductivity39, meaning that the influence of the PIM-1 on the VCPD can be 
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determined by measuring GO-on-PIM samples. The isolated area of GO in Figure 4C and D have broadly similar VCPD as in 
the PIM-on-GO samples, while VCPD of GO in the presence of wrapped PIM-1 nanoparticles is found to increase to around 
200 mV (Figure 4H). This can be interpreted as a modification to the work function of the GO sheet due to doping by the 
underlying PIM-1 nanoparticle. This work function modification is in agreement with the shift calculated from the doping 
density determined Raman spectroscopy, suggesting the GO is indeed p-doped by a charge transfer interaction with the 
PIM-1. 

 

For electrochemical measurements (see Figure 4I), a volume of 4 mL GO and GO/PIM-1 nanohybrid was deposited onto 
a glassy carbon electrode. Cyclic voltammetry was performed to study the electrochemical reduction of GO in aqueous 0.1 
M phosphate buffer solution (PBS) at pH 5. The reduction of GO is observed as a chemically irreversible process, which is 
in agreement with references40. Therefore, the 1st linear potential sweeps were recorded for comparison. Clear and sharp 
peaks are observed in all cases. For the GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids, the shape of the peak shows some broadening consistent 
with a kinetic barrier to the GO-to-graphene transition due to surface coverage of the GO by PIM-1. The underlying 
mechanism for the electron transfer is due to the relative energies of states in the electrode and the species. If the Fermi 
level in the electrode is higher than the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the species, electrons will be 
transferred from the electrode to the species, resulting reduction of the species. Therefore, since the overpotential for the 
GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids (plotted in the inset to Figure 4I) increases with increasing PIM-1 content, we can infer a lowering 
of the Fermi energy and corroborates the observation of p-doping of the GO20 through the other measurement techniques 
above. Finally, The LUMO energy can be calculated from the onset reduction potential as E (LUMO) =-e [Ered

onset + 4.4]41, 
so the LUMO energy of the GO is estimated as 3.6 eV.  

 

Based on the measurements presented, a simple model of the charge transfer interaction in the hybrid system can be 
illustrated as in Figure 4J. From the literature11,37, the HOMO (5.5 eV) and LUMO (3.0 eV) levels in PIM-1 are higher than 
GO (6.6 eV, 3.6 eV) in good agreement with the values presented here, where measured. In addition, the alignment of their 
Fermi levels in the hybrid presents the possibility of intermolecular exciton diffusion due to the narrower bandgap in the 
polymer. The photo-excited electrons and holes generated in the GO (~350 nm) can be injected into PIM-1 in an exciton 
transfer process. Subsequently, the exciton can recombine in the PIM-1 to emit in the green (~500 nm). While this doesn’t 
account for the extrinsic nature of these semiconductors (n-type PIM-1 and p-type GO)42, it is even possible that bound 
excitons are delocalised across the interface of the materials with electrons preferentially transferred to the PIM-1 and holes 
remaining in (and resulting in doping of) the GO until recombination. The ability to design such charge transfer complexes 
on the nanoscale is important and application of effects at this length scale are most likely in sensing and catalysis where 
charging can translate into chemical effects, for example in promotion effects in catalysis. 

 

Conclusion 

In this report, we prepare GO/PIM-1 nanohybrid charge transfer materials through a facile re-precipitation approach. By 
this method, PIM-1 nanoparticles form and associate with GO sheets in dispersion, resulting in the nanohybrid materials. 
Microscopy analysis by both SEM and AFM reveal uniformly dispersed nanoparticles attached to the GO surface. The optical 
properties of the GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids are investigated using UV-Visible extinction, steady-state and time-resolved 
photoluminescence spectroscopies, Raman spectroscopy, and pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy. We conclude 
from these techniques that there are both excited state and ground state charge transfer effects present. Kelvin probe force 
microscopy and electrochemical measurements provide direct evidence for ground state charge transfer causing a shift in 
Fermi level of the GO component in the nanohybrids. In summary, graphene oxide is p-doped while PIM-1 is n-doped in 
the GO/PIM-1 nanohybrids. The resulting charging effects are chemically significant and could be important in other fields 
such as in gas adsorption and separation, in membrane development, and in sensing and catalysis. 
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